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Imaging of amyloid deposition using PET has been available in
research studies for 2 decades and has been approved for clinical use
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, the European Medicines
Agency, and other regulatory agencies around the world. Amyloid
PET is a crucial tool for the diagnosis of Alzheimer disease, as it allows
the noninvasive detection of amyloid plaques, a core neuropathologic
feature that defines the disease. The clinical use of amyloid PET is
expected to increase with recent accelerated approval in the United
States of aducanumab, an antiamyloid monoclonal antibody, for the
treatment of mild cognitive impairment and mild dementia due to Alz-
heimer disease. However, amyloid pathology can also be found in
cognitively unimpaired older adults and in patients with other neuro-
degenerative disorders. The aim of this review is to provide an up-to-
date overview of the application of amyloid PET in neurodegenerative
diseases. We provide an in-depth analysis of the clinical, pathologic,
and imaging correlates; a comparison with other available biomarkers;
and a review of the application of amyloid PET in clinical trials and clin-
ical utility studies.
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Alzheimer disease (AD) is defined by the pathologic accumu-
lation of amyloid-b (Ab) plaques and tau neurofibrillary tangles
(1). The accumulation of plaques (and to a lesser extent tangles)
begins 10–20 y before the onset of clinical impairment (2). Ab
polypeptides are formed by cleavage of the amyloid precursor pro-
tein into 38–43 amino acid polypeptide fragments. The 40–42
amino acid Ab polypeptides tend to form soluble aggregates (also
known as Ab oligomers) that further aggregate into microscopi-
cally detectable extracellular diffuse deposits (diffuse plaques,
composed primarily of Ab42) and finally more dense neuritic pla-
ques (Fig. 1A), which also contain tau-positive neurites. Ab40 pol-
ypeptides aggregate in blood vessel walls to form cerebral
amyloid angiopathy (CAA) (Fig. 1B). At autopsy, amyloid accu-
mulation is staged using the Thal phase and CERAD score (Con-
sortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease). Thal
phase describes the topography of Ab plaques (diffuse or neuritic)

in 5 phases, beginning in the association neocortex and spreading
progressively through the paralimbic and limbic cortex, diencepha-
lon, brain stem, and cerebellum (Fig. 1C). The CERAD score is
based on the maximal density of neuritic plaques observed in one
or more standardly sampled brain regions (categorized as sparse,
moderate, or frequent; Fig. 1D). The overall degree of AD neuro-
pathologic change is determined by integrating Thal phase,
CERAD score, and Braak stage, the latter being a measure of the
spread of intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles.
The abnormal accumulation of both amyloid and tau can be

quantified in vivo using PET imaging (3,4). In 2004, Klunk et al.
reported the first successful attempt to image amyloid plaques in
AD, applying the radiotracer 11C-labeled Pittsburgh compound B
(11C-PiB) (5). 11C-PiB was developed as an analog of thioflavin-
T, a dye used by pathologists to stain amyloid in brain tissue.
At the nanomolar concentrations injected for human imaging,
11C-PiB binds with high sensitivity and specificity to fibrillar
Ab aggregates (neuritic more than diffuse plaques), as well as to
vascular amyloid in CAA. A major limitation of 11C-PiB is the
20-min half-life of the 11C radioisotope, limiting the use of this
tracer to research PET centers equipped with a cyclotron. Since the
advent of 11C-PiB, several tracers labeled with 18F (110-min half-
life) have been developed that can be distributed from commercial
cyclotrons for more widespread applications. These include
18F-florbetapir (Amyvid; Eli Lilly and Company), 18F-florbetaben
(Neuraceq; Life Molecular Imaging), 18F-flutemetamol (Vizamyl;
GE Healthcare), and 18F-flutafuranol (also known as NAV4694)
(6). 11C-PiB and 18F-flutemetamol belong to the chemical class
of benzothiazoles, whereas 18F-florbetaben and 18F-florbetapir are
derived from stilbene and 18F-flutafuranol from benzofuran
(Fig. 2). These compounds, although different in their chemical
composition, all share a high affinity for fibrillar amyloid aggre-
gates (7), allowing the detection of amyloid pathology in AD (8)
and other diseases that involve fibrillar Ab deposition (9).
In 2018, a National Institute on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association

(NIA-AA) research framework was proposed to standardize the eval-
uation of AD with biomarkers in living individuals (10). Biomarkers
were grouped into those that measure amyloid deposition (cerebrospi-
nal fluid [CSF] or PET), pathologic tau (CSF or PET), and neurode-
generation (CSF, PET, or MRI). In this research framework, the
definition of AD is based purely on biomarker abnormalities (irre-
spective of clinical symptoms or stage), with AD defined as abnormal
amyloid and tau biomarkers (A-positive, T-positive) whereas the Alz-
heimer continuum is defined as amyloid without tau (A-positive,
T-negative). Although the NIA-AA research framework was intended
for use only in the research setting, the 2021 International Working
Group recommendations describe how AD biomarkers can be used to
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supplement a clinical evaluation and support a diagnosis of AD in the
clinic (11). In both contexts, assessing the utility of amyloid PET for
diagnostic purposes is crucial, as in vivo biomarkers are increasingly
playing a major role in research studies and the clinic. Furthermore,
biomarkers such as amyloid PET will increasingly be used to assess

the eligibility of patients for emerging anti-
Ab therapeutics such as aducanumab, an
anti-Ab monoclonal antibody recently
granted accelerated approval in the United
States for the treatment of mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) or mild dementia due to
AD (12). The aim of this review is to provide
an overview of the application of amyloid
PET in neurodegenerative diseases.

VISUAL INTERPRETATION,
QUANTIFICATION, AND THRESHOLDS

The typical distribution of amyloid PET
uptake includes large portions of the neo-
cortex and striatum, with relative sparing of
the medial temporal lobes and primary
unimodal cortices. This topography is con-
sistent with the known postmortem distri-
bution of amyloid pathology. The earliest
and peak tracer uptake is usually observed
in the posterior cingulate/precuneus and
medial prefrontal regions (13). All Ab trac-
ers show nonspecific retention in the white
matter, regardless of the presence of amy-
loid pathology. Tracer retention is more
strongly linked to neuritic than diffuse pla-
ques (14). Patients with CAA can present
with occipital lobe–predominant retention
(a common region in which CAA develops)
(15), but the utility of amyloid PET for dis-
tinguishing between different types of Ab
deposits at the individual subject level is
limited. Importantly, amyloid PET ligands
do not bind to soluble Ab oligomers, which
have the highest neurotoxicity across Ab
aggregates.

Amyloid PET can be interpreted as positive or negative (or,
alternatively, as elevated amyloid or nonelevated amyloid) on the
basis of visual reads (Fig. 3; Table 1). In a negative scan, binding
is restricted to white matter, showing a preserved gray matter–
to–white matter contrast. Conversely, in a positive scan, cortical
gray matter binding is equal to or greater than binding in the white
matter, with subsequent loss of gray matter–to–white matter con-
trast. Despite slight differences in guidelines for visual interpreta-
tions among the clinically available amyloid PET tracers (Table 1),
these positive and negative patterns tend to be consistent overall.
Cortical retention can also be quantified as a continuous mea-

sure, using a variety of PET modeling methods. The most com-
mon method involves calculation of tissue ratios between the
target tissues (typically large regions of cortical gray matter) and a
reference region known to be relatively devoid of amyloid until
advanced stages (various combinations of cerebellum gray and
white matter and brain stem), resulting in SUV ratios. The SUV
ratio method is pragmatic in that reliable semiquantification can be
accomplished with 10- to 20-min scans, but the method also has
limitations compared with more rigorous quantification methods,
including overestimation of the true concentration of patho-
logy, and susceptibility to changes in blood flow. The centiloid
method, which is derived from SUV ratio measurements, generates
standardized units that can facilitate comparisons between tracers

FIGURE 1. Postmortem measures of amyloid pathology. (A) Types of amyloid deposits. (B) Amy-
loid angiopathy. (C) Distribution of diffuse and neuritic plaques. (D) Neuritic plaque density (highest
density score observed in brain). (A, B, and D are from UCSF Neurodegenerative Disease Brain
Bank; C is reprinted with permission of (53).) NP5 neuritic plaques.

FIGURE 2. Structures of thioflavin-T, 11C-PiB, 18F-flutafuranol, and
Food and Drug Administration–approved Ab PET tracers. (Reprinted from
(54).)
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and image processing methods. On this scale, 0 centiloid represents
mean uptake in young adults devoid of amyloid, 12–25 centiloid
represents a threshold for scan positivity, and 100 centiloid corre-
sponds to the mean uptake in patients with mild AD dementia
(16,17). Visual interpretations of amyloid PET are currently the
standard in clinical practice, whereas SUV ratio and centiloid meas-
urements are often used in research studies and drug trials.
The validation of amyloid PET as a reliable proxy for amyloid

accumulation is based on PET-to-autopsy studies, in which individu-
als were imaged during life, and results were compared with the dis-
tribution and burden of amyloid after death (17). Visual reads of
scans with 18F-labeled tracers as positive or negative, performed
knowledge of any clinical information, showed 88%–98% sensitivity
and 80%–95% specificity in distinguishing older adults with moder-
ate to frequent neuritic plaques (according to the CERAD scale)
from those with absent to sparse plaques (18–20). Quantification
of 11C-PiB scans in patients with postmortem assessments show
similar accuracy and reliably distinguish patients in Thal phases
3–5 from those in phases 0–2 (17). On the basis of these data,
18F-florbetapir, 18F-florbetaben, and 18F-flutemetamol were app-
roved for clinical use by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,
the European Medicines Agency, and other regulatory agencies
around the world.

CLINICOIMAGING CORRELATES

Many studies have evaluated the prevalence of amyloid PET
positivity in different clinical populations. In cognitively unim-
paired older adults, amyloid PET scans are negative in 70%–90%,
depending on age and apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotype (21).
However, a considerable percentage of cognitively unimpaired
older (.70 y old) subjects carry a significant amyloid burden
(21,22), heightening the risk of false-positive findings (i.e., posi-
tive amyloid PET findings unrelated to the patient’s symptoms) in
older individuals. The prevalence of amyloid PET positivity in
cognitively unimpaired adults increases linearly with age (�10%
at age 50 y, �15% at age 60 y, �20% at age 70 y, �30% at age
80 y, and �40% at age 90 y). Additionally, the likelihood of amy-
loid positivity is strongly linked to APOE genotype, with people
carrying at least 1 APOE «4 allele (the strongest genetic risk factor

for sporadic AD) having a 2–3 times high-
er prevalence of amyloid pathology in any
given age group (21).
As a group, cognitively unimpaired older

adults who are amyloid PET–positive are at
increased risk for developing MCI or demen-
tia in subsequent years (23), though lifetime
risk for any individual may be relatively low
(24). The NIA-AA research framework con-
siders cognitively unimpaired individuals to
have preclinical AD if both amyloid and tau
PET or CSF biomarkers are positive and to
be on the AD continuum if their biomarker
profile is A-positive, T-negative (10). The
International Working Group recommenda-
tions take a slightly different approach, strati-
fying asymptomatic people into different risk
levels depending on their genetic and bio-
marker profile (11).
The prevalence of amyloid PET positiv-

ity in patients with MCI is 27%–71%
depending on the specific criteria used, increasing also with age
and APOE «4 genotype (21). Amyloid PET is useful in identifying
when MCI is due to underlying AD pathology and is included in
the research diagnostic criteria for MCI due to AD (25) or prodro-
mal AD (11) (Fig. 4). Amyloid PET positivity is associated with a
3–4 times increased risk of conversion to AD dementia over the
next 3–5 y after adjusting for age, APOE genotype, and other cova-
riates. However, the individual trajectories of amyloid-positive
MCI patients are highly variable at the single-patient level (26).
The combination of amyloid PET positivity, APOE4 genotype, and
positive biomarkers of tau (CSF or PET) or neurodegeneration
(MRI or 18F-FDG PET) increases the risk of conversion in the
shorter term (27–29).
Approximately 70%–90% of patients meeting the clinical crite-

ria for dementia due to AD have positive amyloid PET results
(30,31). Interestingly, the prevalence of amyloid positivity
decreases with age in patients clinically diagnosed with probable
AD, probably because of an increase in the prevalence of non-Ab
brain pathologies that present with an amnestic dementia in older
patients (e.g., limbic system–associated TDP-43 encephalopathy,
vascular contributions to impairment and dementia, and primary
age-related tauopathy) (31). The prevalence of amyloid pathology
in cognitively unimpaired older adults is an important consider-
ation in interpreting the clinical meaning of an amyloid PET scan.
Although a negative amyloid PET result is useful for excluding
AD at any age, the positive predictive value of amyloid PET
decreases with increasing age, since at an older age it is more
likely that the finding of amyloid is incidental, and the patient may
have another condition that is primarily responsible for the symp-
toms. At the dementia stage, amyloid PET is useful for distin-
guishing AD from neurodegenerative conditions that are not
associated with Ab, such as frontotemporal dementia (32,33).
Since amyloid and tau burden are positively correlated, a positive
amyloid PET result is often associated with significant tau pathol-
ogy and intermediate to high overall AD neuropathology (33), and
amyloid PET has higher sensitivity than 18F-FDG PET for detect-
ing clinically meaningful AD neuropathology. Amyloid PET is
not useful at distinguishing AD from other disorders that involve
Ab deposits, such as dementia with Lewy bodies (50%–70% amy-
loid PET–positive) and CAA.

FIGURE 3. Examples of negative and positive Ab PET findings using different tracers. (18F-flutafuranol
images are courtesy of Victor Villemagne and Christopher C. Rowe.)
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TABLE 1
Summary Guidelines for Interpretation of Amyloid PET Scans Using Different Tracers

Tracer category Tracer name
Dose and acquisition
protocol (clinical) Visualization

Interpretation criteria for
positive scan

Food and Drug
Administration–
approved

18F-florbetaben �300 MBq; 15- to 20-min
acquisition beginning at
45–130 min (research
use, 20-min acquisition
beginning at 90–110 min)

Gray scale; window images
to optimize GM/WM
contrast in cerebellum

Increased GM uptake
extending to cortical
margin involving most
slices in at least 1 of 4
target cortical regions:
frontal, parietal,
precuneus/posterior
cingulate, lateral temporal;
regional cortical tracer
uptake/brain amyloid
plaque load scores (20)

18F-florbetapir �370 MBq; 10- to 20-min
acquisition beginning at
30–50 min (package
insert guidelines) for
clinical use or 50–70 min
(optimized kinetics for
quantification) for
research use

Inverse gray scale; window
images to optimize GM/
WM contrast in
cerebellum

Loss of GM/WM contrast
due to increased cortical
binding in, first, 2 or more
brain areas (each larger
than single gyrus) with
reduced or absent GM/
WM contrast or, second, 1
or more areas with intense
signal where GM . WM

18F-flutemetamol �185 MBq; 10- to 20-min
acquisition at 60–120
min (research use, 20-
min acquisition at
90–110 min)

Color scale (NIH); normalize
so that pons is at 90%
of activity

Increased GM uptake
(.50%–60% peak
intensity) or loss of GM
matter contrast in at least
1 of 4 cortical regions and
1 subcortical region:
frontal, inferolateral
parietal, precuneus/
posterior cingulate, lateral
temporal, striatum

Research 11C-PiB �555 MBq; dynamic 60- to
90-min acquisition
(distribution volume ratio)
or 20-min acquisition at
50–70 min (SUV ratio)

Color scale (NIH); window
images to optimize GM/
WM contrast in
cerebellum

No formal guidelines for
reading (research use only)

18F-flutafuranol �185 MBq; 20- to 30-min
acquisition beginning at
40–50 min

Color scale (NIH); window
images to optimize GM/
WM contrast in
cerebellum

No formal guidelines for
reading (research use only)

GM 5 gray matter; NIH 5 National Institutes of Health; WM 5 white matter.

FIGURE 4. Evolution of amyloid PET positivity across AD spectrum. (A) Positive 11C-PiB scan of cognitively normal (CN) participant, in which significant
binding is observed in precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex, and medial prefrontal areas. (B) Positive 11C-PiB scan of MCI patient, in which significant
and moderate binding is observed throughout cortex. (C) Positive 11C-PiB scan of AD patient, in which significant and severe binding is observed
throughout cortex.
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APPROPRIATE-USE CRITERIA (AUCS)

AUCs published in 2013 highlight appropriate and inappropriate
clinical uses of amyloid PET. The AUCs state that clinical amy-
loid PET may be considered in patients with objectively confirmed
cognitive impairment (i.e., MCI or dementia) but in whom the
cause of impairment is uncertain after a comprehensive evaluation
by a dementia specialist (including CT/MRI) and for whom
knowledge of amyloid PET results is expected to increase diag-
nostic certainty and change patient management. The patients
most likely to benefit include those with persistent or progressive
unexplained MCI, those with possible AD but an atypical course
or etiologically mixed presentation, and those with young-onset
dementia (before age 65 y). Inappropriate scenarios include use
for assessing dementia severity, use in unimpaired individuals
(with or without subjective complaints), and nonmedical uses
(e.g., legal, insurance coverage, or employment screening). An
update to the AUCs is expected in 2022, incorporating tau PET
and addressing the emerging availability of approved anti-Ab
therapeutics.

CLINICAL UTILITY STUDIES

The clinical utility of amyloid PET has been reviewed (34,35)
and assessed in various multisite cohort studies, including the
Imaging Dementia–Evidence for Amyloid Scanning (IDEAS)
study, the Amyloid Imaging to Prevent Alzheimer’s Disease–
Diagnostic and Patient Management Study (AMYPAD-DPMS)
study, the Alzheimer Biomarkers in Daily Practice (ABIDE)
study, and a randomized clinical trial (36). The IDEAS study was
a United States–wide longitudinal study evaluating the impact of
amyloid PET and health outcomes in over 18,000 patients with
MCI or dementia who met the AUCs and were recruited at nearly
600 specialty clinics across the United States. The study was con-
ducted in collaboration with the U.S. Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services under Coverage with Evidence Development.
Amyloid PET was associated with implemented changes in core
elements of patient management 90 d after the scan in 60.2% of
patients with MCI and 63.5% of patients with dementia, far
exceeding the study’s goal of a change in management in at least
30% of patients in each group. The most common change involved
the use of approved medications (i.e., cholinesterase inhibitors or
memantine) for AD (43.6% in MCI and 44.9% in dementia). The
diagnosis changed after PET in about 35% of patients (25%
switched from AD to non-AD, and 10% switched from non-AD to
AD) (30). The impact of amyloid PET on health outcomes was
more modest. Rates of 12-mo hospitalizations after PET were
23.98% in IDEAS participants, compared with 25.12% in a
matched cohort of Medicare beneficiaries who had not undergone
amyloid PET (4.5% relative reduction), falling short of the prespe-
cified goal of no more than a 10% relative reduction (37). There
was no significant difference in 12-mo rates of emergency depart-
ment visits between IDEAS participants and controls. These
results, in addition to the approval of novel amyloid-lowering
treatments for AD, will inform future coverage policies for Cen-
ters for Medicare and Medicaid Services and other payers in the
United States and globally.
The ABIDE project also assessed the association between amy-

loid PET and changes in diagnosis, diagnosis confidence, treat-
ment, and patients’ experiences in a memory clinic at the Vrije
Universiteit Medical Center, The Netherlands (38). The authors
found that the etiologic diagnosis changed for 25% of patients

after amyloid PET, more often because of a negative than a posi-
tive scan. Also, diagnostic confidence increased, and for some
patients, there was a change in the treatment received. The Euro-
pean AMYPAD-DPMS study has a similar goal of determining
the value of amyloid imaging as a diagnostic and therapeutic
marker for AD to supply physicians and health-care payers with
data to plan management decisions (39). Results regarding this
multisite project are pending. Another multicenter, randomized,
and controlled study (36) showed that knowledge of the amyloid
status affects diagnosis and patient management and involves
mainly changes in AD medications.

COMPARISON WITH FLUID BIOMARKERS

Concentrations of monomeric Ab, total tau, and phosphorylated
tau (at various epitopes) can also be measured in CSF and plasma.
The ratio of CSF Ab42/40 concentrations is highly congruent with
amyloid PET in classifying individuals as amyloid-positive or
-negative (40), as is the ratio of Ab42 with total or phosphorylated
tau (41). Changes in Ab are likely detectable earlier in CSF than
by amyloid PET (42). Similarly, novel plasma assays that measure
Ab42/40 in plasma using mass spectrometry or highly sensitive
immunoassays show high concordance with amyloid PET and
CSF (43–45). Plasma measurements of phosphorylated tau also
show promise in detecting brain amyloidosis (46–48). Compared
with CSF, plasma Ab and tau biomarkers are in earlier stages of
standardization and require additional validation before clinical
use. A future diagnostic algorithm for amyloid pathology may
begin with plasma measurements, followed by more definitive
CSF or amyloid PET testing. CSF and PET can be used inter-
changeably in the clinic, though amyloid PET would be the first-
line test in patients in whom CSF is contraindicated (e.g., patient
who are anticoagulated) or would be considered in patients with
equivocal CSF results (49).

CLINICAL TRIALS

Over the past decade, amyloid PET has been used in clinical tri-
als to screen for treatment eligibility (i.e., to provide evidence of
amyloid pathology) and assess target engagement for drugs
designed to reduce amyloid plaques, most notably anti-Ab mono-
clonal antibodies. The accelerated approval of aducanumab, an
anti-Ab monoclonal antibody that targets Ab fibrils, in June 2021
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration was based on the
drug’s dose-dependent ability to reduce amyloid PET signal (12).
Although the drug reduced amyloid PET signal in 2 identically
designed phase 3 randomized controlled trials, a significant
(though modest) slowing of clinical decline was observed in only
one study. Food and Drug Administration approval was based on
lowering of amyloid on PET as a surrogate biomarker reasonably
likely to predict clinical benefit, but a confirmatory trial evaluating
clinical benefit was required as part of the accelerated approval
pathway. Amyloid PET has also been a key outcome measure in
trials of the potent anti-Ab monoclonals donanemab (50), lecane-
mab (51), and gantenerumab (52). In early-phase studies, all anti-
bodies convincingly lowered amyloid PET, and donanemab and
lecanemab showed early evidence supportive of modest clinical
benefit as well. Phase 3 randomized controlled trials of these anti-
bodies are expected in the coming 1–2 years. In the donanemab
phase 2 study, amyloid PET was used not only to select patients
but also to titrate treatment. Drug dose was lowered on the basis
of the amyloid PET response, and the drug was ultimately
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switched to placebo when the scan findings were negative. This
could represent an important future clinical algorithm for deter-
mining the duration of treatment with this class of drugs.

CONCLUSION

Amyloid PET can detect cerebral Ab deposition with precision,
has good specificity for AD neuropathology, can inform on the
presence of contributing amyloid copathology in other diseases,
and will inform eligibility for emerging anti-Ab therapeutics. Amy-
loid PET is a reliable diagnostic imaging tool, and its use should be
encouraged to guide early differential diagnosis in clinical settings
and, in the future, to select patients for disease-specific therapies.
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